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Abstract 
The topic of this thesis is theater drama as a part of television program. This diploma thesis 
tries to define unique and specific relationship between two different media -  Theater and 
Television. The main aim of this thesis is mapping and analyzing of the position which 
theatrical drama, and the theater in general, had and has within a program of television. The 
next aim of the thesis is reviewing of role of theatre on the beginning of television 
broadcasting and mapping changes and evolution of meanings, within which theatre drama 
was presented in television. 
Primarily, the thesis focuses on a broadcasting of two televisions - the Czechoslovak 
Television and subsequently the Czech Television. The television broadcasting is influenced 
by many factors. And same as the medium of television, the presentation of theatre drama in 
Tv is influenced by these factors as well. The theoretical background and the research should 
show the contemporary position of theatre, and theatre drama, as a part of television program. 
 
